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“Credit card issuers are in such fierce competition these days to attract new customers that most 

have started offering outrageous deals to win you over, like huge introductory bonuses worth 

hundreds of dollars, and miles programs that pay more than ever before. For example, who can say 

no to earning 40k miles just taking a new credit card on a test drive?* 

But with so many cards offering so many different potential rewards and bonuses, which cards have 

the best features, and which is best for your particular spend and travel habits? In order to help 

answer those questions, we researched all the miles rewards cards we could find, then put together 

the pros and cons of the best of the best below. Happy travels!!” 

 
Image is part of this article and indicated as such. 
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Authors	comment:	

I	did	not	need	to	use	this	card	for	my	travelling	expenses	but	did	plan	to	use	it	
for	ordinary	expenses	while	on	vacation.	I	was	able	to	upgrade	the	Capital	
One®	VentureOne®	Rewards	Card	to	the	CapitalOne	Quicksilver	Cash	
Rewards	Card.	The	travel	points	would	have	converted	to	half	their	value	as	
dollars	on	the	Travel	Rewards	card.	On	the	other	hand,	there	is	no	loss	of	
points	converted	to	cash	by	upgrading	to	the	Quicksilver	Rewards	Card.	
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How	5	of	the	most	powerful	travel	rewards	credit	cards	stack	up	
						Tanza	Loudenback	and	Skye	Gould,	from	Business	Insider	
Mar.	31,	2017,	10:37	AM	
	
“	.	.	.	The	five	largest	credit	issuers	in	the	US	by	market	share	—	American	
Express,	JPMorgan	Chase,	Bank	of	America,	Citibank,	and	Capital	One	—	
are	continually	one-upping	each	other	with	increasingly	lucrative	offers	
on	their	most	powerful	travel	rewards	cards.	
Benefits often include hundreds of dollars in travel credit annually, massive 
sign-up bonuses, and hefty discounts on travel booking, occasionally at the 
company's own expense. 

Though three of the most elite travel cards come with a steep annual 
membership fee, the cost could pay for itself, provided you take full 
advantage of the rewards offered. For some, the new member deals are 
attractive enough to warrant the high fee: Put your everyday purchases on 
your new card and if you meet the spending threshold within the first 90 
days, receive hundreds of dollars to book airfare and hotels. 

And if you're not ready to fork over upwards of $450 annually for a bevy of 
benefits, there's low cost, or no cost, cards that still offer pretty sweet 
rewards. 
 
“But be warned: While travel hackers have made redeeming rewards from 
multiple cards a modern-day art form, signing up for any credit card makes 
you responsible for paying off the balance, ideally in full every month. Not 
doing so will subject you to incredibly high interest rates and could 
likely damage your credit. 

“ . . . See how the most premium current travel offerings from the credit 
behemoths stack up:” (Bold and italic type is Alison D. Gilbert’s emphasis) 
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This	piece	is	a	direct	quote	from	the	original	Lendingtree.com	article.	
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ARTICLE	CONCLUSION	AND	AUTHOR’S	CLOSING	REMARKS	
	
There	are	a	total	of	eight	travel	rewards	credit	cards	mentioned	in	six	source	
articles	chosen	without	prejudice	by	the	author	that	comprise	this	study.	Each	
card	has	different	features,	benefits	as	well	as	pros	and	cons.		
	
In	many	cases,	a	card	can	tailor	fit	a	person’s	lifestyle,	their	ability	to	pay	an	
annual	fee,	credit	card	charging	habits	and	flyer	frequency	desires.	Card	
companies	compete	fiercely	for	your	business	so	research	carefully	to	get	the	
best	deals.	You	can	also	have	more	than	one	card.	But	keep	in	mind	that	
punctual	payment	is	essential	to	reap	the	benefits	of	travel	rewards	cards.	
	
Two	cards	are	recommended	four	times,	the	most	in	this	comparison:	
•	BankAmericard	Travel	Rewards®	Credit	Card	
•	Capital	One®	Venture®	Rewards	Credit	Card	
	
These	cards	tare	recommended	twice:	
•	Capital	One®	Venture	One®	Rewards	Credit	Card	
•	Discover	It®	Miles	
	
The	remaining	four	cards	are	recommended	here	once	each:	
•	Chase	Sapphire	Preferred	
•	Chase	Sapphire	Reserve	
•	Citi	Privilege	Card	
•	Platinum	Card	from	American	Express	
	
Things	to	keep	in	mind	when	comparing	and	choosing	a	travel	rewards	
card	or	cards:	
•	Do	you	have	an	account	with	the	issuer’s	bank?	Is	that	beneficial?	
•	Is	there	a	yearly	fee?	If	so,	is	it	waived	for	the	first	year	or	not	at	all?		
•	How	many	promotional	travel	points	can	you	get	if	you	spend	a	given	
			amount	of	money	using	this	card	within	a	set	amount	of	time?	
•	What	amount	do	you	have	to	spend	to	get	these	bonus	points?	
•	What	is	the	ratio	of	points	to	dollars	accumulated	and	redeemed?	
•	Are	there	any	other	perks	with	this	card?	
•	Are	there	other	perks?	
•	What	are	the	comparative	pros	and	cons?	
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